Introduction
A cover song is an alternative rendition of a previously recorded work of music [20] . The task of cover song detection involves one or both of the following tasks: Classifying whether two audio files cover the same music work (T1); and identifying the correct music work in a collection of recordings when given a cover song query (T2). T1 is a binary classification problem which has been approached in many ways, including with support vector machines (SVMs) or multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) [19] with good efficiency and performance.
Task T2, on the other hand, is a more challenging task that has yet to be solved sufficiently. Two methods are commonly used in most of the existing approaches to T2: (1) designing a cover-invariant feature from raw audio [27, 15, 21] ; and (2) unsupervised compression of audio features into a compact subspace to improve runtime efficiency [14, 4, 3] .
Past approaches mainly focused on crafting features that are robust to musical variations common in cover songs such as tempo, key, and instrumentation. Although these Figure 1 . Overview of the proposed system. c(x) refers to the music work that audio x covers. methods achieve outstanding performance [12, 21, 25, 22] , handcrafted features can hardly capture all possible variations of cover songs. Furthermore, these approaches are not easily scalable to large-scale cover song detection (CSD) tasks as they require computation-heavy transformations of the audio signal. In order to solve this problem, recent largescale CSD approaches tried to design algorithms with more compact audio features and efficient similarity comparison schemes [3, 4, 14, 15] . However, the compression process inevitably reduces the amount of information usable for comparison, resulting in less than optimal performance on T2.
In this paper, we propose a siamese and LSTM networkbased CSD system that uses supervised hashing layers to address the issues listed above. Each sub-network is designed to take commonly used audio spectral features and directly output binary hashes. A pairwise loss function is fed with outputs of the two sub-networks so that when a pair of cover or non-cover audio signals are put into the two sub-networks, the Hamming distance of their hashes is used to optimize future hash outputs. We work under the hypothesis that the neural network learns to encode coverinvariant features from inputs, and the supervised hashing process maximizes the amount of useful information within a compact feature subspace.
Our system is trained using the so called Second Hand Song dataset (SHS) [5] (12960 audio clips) and evaluated using the SHS (4128 audio signals), Covers80 [9] (160 cover songs) and a collection of 0.3 million audio clips extracted from YouTube videos. The Video IDs are available on our repository (see Section 2). The best system encodes an input audio into a 128-bit hash. This compact representation allows for a highly runtime and memory efficient information retrieval system in large scale.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system architecture. Section 3 describes the experimental setup and various evaluations. We conclude the paper with the summary of results and future directions in Section 4.
System Description
In the following we describe our system in detail. Further information to reproduce our experiments are available on our project repository 1 .
Network Structure
Our system uses the deep learning architecture shown in Figure 1 , inspired by the Siamese network [6] which minimizes the difference of outputs from two identical neural networks sharing the same underlying parameters.
We formalize this architecture in the context of CSD as follows. Suppose X is a finite set of cover songs, and W is a finite set of original songs. Each song in X has an original song that it covers in W . s ij = 1 if recordings x i and x j cover the same work in W , otherwise s ij = 0. F Θ : X → Y represents a sub-neural network with parameters Θ that transforms elements in X into a compact representation in space Y . With a pairwise loss function , training this Siamese network is an optimization problem described by Eqn (1).
The sub-neural network F Θ has two layers: a long shortterm memory (LSTM) layer and a fully connected hash layer. LSTM is a type of recurrent neural network that is designed for learning long-term dependencies in time series data. This system uses the LSTM implementation used in [13] .
Suppose input cover songs in set X are of shape R D×T , where D is the dimension of features and T is the number 1 https://github.com/multimedia-berkeley/coverSongDetection of timesteps. We treat the last hidden state h T ∈ R D h as the output of the LSTM layer and feed it into the hash layer. D h denotes the number of hidden state cells in LSTM and is tuned as a hyper parameter to achieve best performance.
Hashing is inevitable for runtime optimization of largescale information retrieval tasks. We choose the Hamming metric space as the compact feature subspace to directly produce the optimal binary hashes for a CSD query. We then use the fully connected hash layer with the formulation in Eqn (2). This construction was originally proposed in HashNet [7] , a supervised deep hashing architecture for image retrieval.
V ∈ R k×D h and b ∈ R k are the weights and bias for the fully connected layer and k is the code length of the final hash. In order to learn the direct binary code, we use the tanh function to provide an approximation to the sign function sign(x) = +1 if x > 0, otherwise sign(x) = −1. {β i } i∈N is an unbound increasing sequence representing the bandwidth of the tanh function. During the training phase of the neural network, we increase the bandwidth gradually. Since lim i→∞ tanh(β i x) = sign(x), the exact binary hash code, denoted as
k , is obtained. In the training phase, given a pair of audio input vectors (x, y), a good loss function should penalize F Θ (x) and F Θ (y) based on their Hamming distance. However, since K is not yet converged to a hash in {−1, 1} k during the training phase, the Hamming distance between the inputs is estimated based on their values in R k . In order to overcome this difficulty, we use a weighted maximum likelihood (WML) loss function proposed in [7] , which is described by Eqn (3) .
This loss function exploits the negative relationship between the distance in {−1, 1} k and the dot product in
Weights w ij are used to balance the number of positive and negative pairwise labels during training phase. In a training set with S pairs of audio clips where S + pairs cover the same work and S − pairs cover different works, we have w ij = S/S + if s ij = 1, and w ij = S/S − if s ij = 0 for a given pair of recordings
This loss function directly models the posterior probability of accurate predictions given pairs of binary hashes using the logistic function σ(x) = 1/(1 + e −αx ) as described in Eqn (4) . α denotes the bandwidth of σ(x) and is set to be less than 1 for effective gradient descendant.
Binary Hash
Using a Binary hash scheme decreases memory usage while increasing computational efficiency. Storing a binarized feature consumes much less memory per song, especially if we choose the feature dimension to be multiples of the size of memory blocks 2 . This method was used for live song detection [26] , and the system can store the fingerprints in a traditional SQL database by parsing the features into sequences of integers.Alternatively, a key-value NoSQL database can also be used to store the song names as key, list of integers as values. Both implementations allow fast retrieval during query time.
Instead of using Euclidean distance for calculating similarity for floating point value representations, binary hash uses Hamming distance. In practice, we use XOR and get the sum of the difference in bits, which is a much faster operation compared to a L 2 norm calculation. During query time, we perform a linear match between hashes y 1 and y 2 of feature dimension d and time steps t 1 and t 2 respectively, t 1 ≥ t 2 . The exact matching scheme is specified by Eqn (5), where i ∈ N and function HD is the Hamming distance of two matrices. This operation requires O(|t 1 
score(y 1 , y 2 ) = min
Although this seems to be a costly operation, it can be fully vectorized. Leveraging the block-aligned feature dimension, we found it produces better runtime performance than Euclidean or Frobenius norm operations.
Experiments
In the following we describe our experiments. We note that experimental descriptions in conference papers can rarely be complete. All our experiments are therefore repeatably available in our github 3 .
Experimental Setup
We use three different datasets and four different metrics to evaluate system performance. Recall that we denote X as the set of cover songs and W as the set of original music works.
The SHS dataset provides a training set of |X| = 12960 and |W | = 4128 and a test set of |X| = 5326 and |W | = 2 32,64,128, etc. 3 https://github.com/multimedia-berkeley/coverSongDetection 1726. We used the training set to train our proposed system and also used 500 random pairs of cover songs from the test set to evaluate the system performance on T1 against other approaches [4, 3, 23] with the mean pairwise accuracy (MPA). P(1|x, y) > 0.5 in Eqn (4) is used as the threshold for predicting that x and y covers the same work.
Covers80 [9] is another dataset frequently used for T1 evaluation. This dataset is of size |X| = 160 and |W | = 80. It generates 6400 pairs of audio files for binary classification with 80 pairs as the true label and 12640 pairs as the false label. We used the beginning 30 seconds of the recordings to test system performance. For evaluation, we used equal error rate (EER) to compare against other systems [19, 12, 10] .
In addition, we collected a new dataset named SHSYTB by matching data in secondhandsongs.com and YouTube. The dataset has a size of |X| = 307643 and |W | = 2502 and each music work has at least 50 cover songs. We randomly chose one audio file from each music piece and use its first 30 seconds as a query to test T2.
Many CSD systems use the Million Song Dataset (MSD) [5] and evaluate system performance on T2 with mean average precision (mAP) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR). However, these evaluation methods are not suitable for evaluating binary hashes as there is less than one cover song per piece of music in MSD on average. This leads to low precision and high recall, making it hard to draw any meaningful interpretations. Moreover, mAP and MRR depend on an exact ranking but a ranking of binary hashes is not meaningful as more than one hash can have the same Hamming distance to a query. Even though there are solutions to address this issue [28, 18] , since the proposed solutions require optimization of rankings, using them will prevent us from evaluating the true performance of binary hashes.
Therefore, we follow [2, 7] and use the mean precision and recall at hamming radius of two (Pr2, Re2) to evaluate the performance on SHSYTB.
Neural Network Training
We use the features provided by MSD to train the neural network. We mainly focus on the low level features provided at each timestep of the recordings. Recall that we describe the set of cover songs X in the form of R D×T . We chose the following two features: pitch (D = 12) describes the chroma value of the 12 harmonic pitch classes at each timestep of the recording; timbre (D = 12) describes the "MFCC-like" feature of MSD. For the test sets that do not provide these features, we used librosa [17] to extract features in the same format as SHS.
We then apply three pre-processing steps on the raw features.
(1) Loudness embedding: since MSD also provides the loudness raw vector v ∈ R 1×T , we encoded this informa- tion into the MSD features. For an audio feature x ∈ R D×T , this is done by x t = x t ×v t , 1 ≤ t ≤ T . We take a loudnessinvariant representation as an input and scale it by loudness. This scales the variance of the log-mel-spectrum by this loudness. As a result, loud signals will have a higher contrast spectrum (i.e., higher peaks, lower valleys), and soft signals will have a lower contrast spectrum.
(2) Beat synchronization: this technique has been proven to be effective at enhancing performance on CSD tasks [12, 11] . The synchronization leaves only the feature values at time steps that are on beat, thus turning all cover songs to be tempo invariant. For test datasets without the beat values, we used the same method as in [11] to extract beats and applied them to spectral features.
(3) Early fusion: this optimization combines two features, pitch and timbre, into a single feature for training. This method is frequently used in recent CSD approaches [24, 8] to improve performance. Late fusion, on the other hand, trains a separate decision classifier to aggregate the results from training different features. We only tested the effect of early fusion in this work.
We create the training pairs by first constructing all the positive pairs in SHS training set with s ij = 1, which gives 25469 pairs of recordings. Then, we randomly sample negative pairs with s ij = 0.
As a result, there is a huge number of negative pairs. We therefore treated the weight parameter w ij in WML as a hyper-parameter, which we tested with values of 1.25, 1.5, 2, 3/2 and 5 when s ij = 1. This corresponds to the ratio of positive to negative pairs of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4, respectively. We then randomly sample negative pairs according to this ratio. After this construction, 10% of the pairs are randomly chosen as the validation set.
The neural network architecture presented here has two additional parameters to tune, namely (1) D h , the number of hidden states in LSTM; and (2) k, the length of binary code. We evaluated h ∈ {512, 1024, 2048, 4096}, k ∈ {32, 64, 128} and report the best configurations in the following section. Table 1 shows the metrics calculated against different settings. The best system uses w ij = 2, h = 2048, k = 128, and is trained using Tensorflow [1] with an initial learning rate of 10 −5 and momentum 0.95 using the Adam optimizer [16] . Hash layer parameter β is initialized to 1 and is doubled every time the validation accuracy stops increasing for 5 epochs.
Evaluation
We first analyze the effect of code length k on the performance of the system. The top scores are highlighted for each measure and each input feature. Across all settings, k = 128 consistently achieves the best performance. In addition, we see an average 9.20% increase of MPA, 2.12% increase of Pr2, and 6.95% increase of Re2 across all features when the code length is increased from 32 to 64. These results indicate that a longer hash code increases the amount of useful information stored in the compact Hamming metric space.
However, the same statistics derived from k = 64 and k = 128 suggests that such performance increase diminishes with further increase in the code length. There is an average increase of 2.58% in MPA, which is significantly lower than the last increase. Re2 also has a lower average increase of 4.11%. Although Pr2 has a 3.70% average increase, it does not necessarily relate to an increase in information encoded in the hashes because a longer hash code results in lower probability for hashes to share the same Hamming distance to an audio query. It is likely that the system with k = 128 retrieves fewer songs correctly but has a higher mean precision than the system with k = 64 does. This diminishing power of code length is further supported by the results of fusion and fusion-bs. We trained two systems with an additional code length k = 256. When comparing the results from k = 128 to k = 256, there is an increase in Pr2, but instead a decrease in both MPA and Re2. This behavior aligns with the analysis above. The decrease in MPA and Re2 is likely because some of the additional bits only encode noise and harm the overall performance. Nevertheless, the effect of code length heavily depends on the training dataset due to the supervised nature of this hashing system. We choose SHS as the training set to be comparable with other systems. However, SHS is not a very large dataset and it is possible that a longer code length is more suitable for a larger size training set. The effect is not is not tested in this paper.
In Table 1 , all features without the suffix -nle have loudness embedded. We only list the scores for pitch-nle and timbre-nle with code length 64 and 128 because these results are enough to show that using loudness embedding increases the performance in all measures across all code lengths. The loudness vector can be interpreted as the relative significance of features at each timestep, thus helping the system to select useful features. Similarly, early fusion also greatly improves system performance. Because pitch and timbre describe the melodic and tonal aspects of the input audio respectively, the use of early fusion further encodes the correlation between these two aspects. Consequently, the system also requires twice as many hidden units as the systems without fusion to reach optimal performance.
Beat synchronization mainly affects the system performance based on the type of CSD task. When using the fusion features, the system achieves the best score of 0.852 in MPA but Pr2 decreases from 0.171 to 0.160 and Re2 decreases from 0.520 to 0.508. A similar trend is observed with pitch and timbre features. Therefore we conclude that beat synchronization is more useful for T1 but potentially deletes information useful for T2. Table 2 shows the comparison between ours and other CSD systems. Our system achieves the best result compared to all the systems listed using the SHS dataset. Stack AE [23] is another deep learning system and jumpcode [3] uses the hash of a handcrafted feature. Our deep hashing approach combines the advantages of the above two approaches and achieves a better result. The features used in 2DFM are 50-dimensional floating point vectors. Each cover song is represented using 1600 bits which require much more space than our 128-bit binary features. In 2DFM [4] , the time complexity for calculating the distance between two features is O(d), whereas it is only O(1) for a hash given any feature dimension d. This shows that our proposed system is both faster and more memory-efficient in a large scale cover song detection task.
For Covers80, our system outperforms most of the previous CSD systems but is not comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms in T1. This is expected as training on MSD's "MFCC-like" timbre features and testing on MFCCs computed by Librosa is likely to yield poor results. We view this neural network as a type of MLP that forces the last layer before the loss function to produce hashes. Therefore, from converting features into hashes, this system undergoes at least a 4.3% increase in EER. Compared to the MLP [19] system, our neural network which is more complicated failed to achieve the same level of performance. This is an indication that our system has a certain level of overfitting and the parameters in the network possibly encode random noise that affects the prediction accuracy.
Computational Efficiency: Runtime and Memory Usage
In addition to accuracy performance, we also report the runtime and memory efficiency. We calculate the runtime as the average runtime of 1 million comparison using a single 10 seconds clip as query input. For a hash length of 128 bits, the runtime is approximately 1.2 seconds on a contemporary laptop computer. For applications wanting a full-length query, parallelization can be implemented naively by conducting a ranking process of each individually sliced clip, thereby reducing the total runtime to only a fraction of second.
The theoretical total memory for storing all hash of songs in MSD using 64-bit hash uses 742 MB memory (1484 MB for 128-bit hash). Counting the memory use of a database structure and deep network parameters, we can still control the memory to be within a few GB. In other words, one can easily fit a database of all fingerprints in memory for even faster retrieval.
Conclusion
We presented a novel cover song detection approach that combines deep learning technique with hashing in a single neural network architecture. We showed that supervised deep hashing not only captures cover-invariant features but also provides compact and highly efficient binary hashes for a fast MIR query. Appropriate loudness embedding, beat synchronization, and early feature fusion further improve the overall performance.
Our approach shows how to reduce complexity of current systems with a cleaner neural network architecture and hashing mechanism. Furthermore, retrieval using a combination of LSTM and HashNet can be useful for audio retrieval tasks beyond cover song detection.
